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ABSTRACT
App-based drivers deserve the protections afforded employees for fairness, to maintain the current
healthcare system, and to avoid free-riding and corporate welfare. A ballot proposal challenging the new
California law introduced to enforce corporate responsibility undermines workers’ rights. This paper examines
the ethics and the practical implications of AB5 and Proposition 22.
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INTRODUCTION

Employer-based insurance models work when the laws compelling employers to offer insurance are enforced.
Corporate failure to provide insurance to full time employees undermines the system and results in corporate
welfare: the government pays to subsidize healthcare plans for workers who should receive employer-based
insurance. This paper focuses on the role of employer-based healthcare in the current healthcare system in
the United States and the controversy surrounding a California law enforcing a definition of employee crucial
to the US healthcare system. Employers must treat certain workers in the gig economy as employees for
fairness and to avoid corporate welfare. Employer-based insurance is in keeping with the approach of the
Affordable Care Act (ACA); if employers are not held accountable, the current US healthcare system is at risk.
There is longstanding debate over the role of government and how much people should pay to support the
healthcare of others through taxes. American views fall along a long continuum from libertarian beliefs that a
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healthcare mandate is beyond the amount of freedom necessary for human flourishing to the concept of
healthcare as a human right that the government should provide to everyone. The current system, which relies
on the role of employers as payers, represents middle ground. Employer based healthcare plans, the ACA
individual marketplace for subsidized and unsubsidized purchases, and the myriad of government run systems
like Tricare, Medicaid, Medicare, and the Children’s Health Insurance Fund each are crucial to the system as a
whole.

ANALYSIS
A. California Law AB5 and Ballot Proposition 22
Gig economy refers to jobs that are short-term, freelance, and generally involve a direct to customer service.
Independent contractors and freelancers often operate in the gig economy indefinitely indicating a shift away
from steady long-term employment. Assembly Bill 5 (AB5) in California was passed to help workers in the gig
economy. 1 Corporations have been treating workers central to the businesses’ primary purpose as
independent contractors absolving the corporations from providing benefits that would be legally mandated
if the workers were categorized as employees. The bill requires certain corporations operating in the gig
economy to provide healthcare insurance, paid sick leave, disability insurance, and unemployment insurance.
In Olson v. California, US District Court, Central District of California, Western Division, corporations (mostly
driving apps) sought an injunction to stop the law from taking effect.2 They did not succeed and the law went
into effect January 1, 2020. May 5, 2020, in California v. Uber, the California Attorney General sued app-based
driving companies Uber, Lyft, Postmates, DoorDash, Instacart and others (the defendants) for failure to
comply.3
AB5 codified a three-pronged test: a worker is an employee unless the employer can demonstrate the worker
is free of the company’s control, the work performed is not central to the business, and the worker has an
independent business in the same industry as the work performed. The test, known as the ABC test,4 puts
app-based drivers, essential to car service and delivery businesses, in the category of employees. On August
10, a judge ordered the defendants to treat drivers as employees and provide the mandated benefits.5 Then,
a California appellate court granted an emergency stay to the defendants.6 Prior to the stay, the defendants
had created a ballot proposal (Proposition 22) to override AB5 through an exemption for app-based drivers
that includes a minor compromise.7 The ballot measure deprives workers of employee rights but offers a
meager stipend for healthcare insurance and offers to cover on the job injuries. 8 The stay will allow the
companies to continue their noncompliance through October and likely through the November 3 election
when the ballot proposal will be decided.
B.

Corporate political power and social media
The emergency order allows time for voters to weigh in on the rights of app-based drivers. Uber, Lyft and a
few others have spent $111 million dollars on the Yes on Proposition 22 Campaign.9 The emergency stay
caters to the desires of corporations who should be subject to labor and employment laws designed to ensure
workers’ rights. Corporations have an outsized influence on policy exacerbated by lax campaign finance laws
and Citizens United. 10 The Prop 22 campaign is declaring that Prop 22 will protect app-based drivers. That
could imply to workers that Prop 22 would improve conditions for them. I assert it conveys a well-known
threat: Uber and Lyft will stick around if workers vote for Prop 22 to neuter AB5. A court’s involvement should
not result in an opportunistic appeal to voters using misinformation, undue influence, and unmatchable
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advertising dollars. Workers’ rights advocates are unlikely to have $111 million dollars to use in a savvy social
media and television campaign appeal to the voters.
The ballot proposal suggests a winner-take-all mentality. Elected officials paid to legislate represent the voters.
The California Uber lawsuit is part of a trend that empowers the corporation over the elected officials. A
proposition brought to the voters11 might bring a result that works against the least empowered many of
whom do not vote. California’s ballot proposition is corporate power run amok. The California ballot proposal
process fails to distinguish between ballot access for organizations representing the marginalized and
corporations.12 All special interests must go through the same process despite the prohibitive costs of running
an expensive campaign to support a measure. The defendants even paid people to get the necessary petition
signatures. The costly Yes on Proposition 22 Campaign evidences the economic incentive to misclassify drivers
as independent contractors rather than employees to evade social and legal responsibilities.13
C.

Corporate welfare, the free rider, and fairness
By putting more people in the individual market, companies are shifting the cost of healthcare to the
government in the form of subsidies. ACA subsidies for people who work for one company full time are
corporate welfare. ACA subsidies should benefit people without other sources of healthcare insurance. The
court held that app-based drivers are employees by the three-prong definition. While their incomes vary
according to location, hours driving, time spent without a customer, and surge pricing shifts, many are eligible
for ACA subsidies.14 Corporations should spend the money on health insurance so that taxpayers do not have
to.
Subsidies for health insurance are based on the federal poverty rate. If income is equal to or below the 138
percent of poverty threshold, individuals become eligible for Medi-Cal based on the ACA Medicaid expansions.
Income-based subsidies are available for those earning from 138 percent of federal poverty up to 400 percent
of the federal poverty rate.15 Usually, the free rider argument is that the insured or hospital systems should
not support the people who choose not to insure themselves which was the case under EMTALA.16 Here, the
free rider argument is that the government should not pay to insure people who work full time for large
corporations that should pay for their insurance. For the defendants, Medicaid and subsidies for the drivers
are corporate welfare.
The gig economy is a new model that distorted the definition of an independent contractor. AB5 would be a
valuable reset that forces new industries that meet large demand and provide innovative services to behave
the way traditional corporations are expected to: simply provide insurance. Under AB5, the app-based
corporations would still profit immensely from the primary benefit of their business model: avoiding paying
for the cars.17 Like AirBnB does not own houses or properties, Uber, Lyft, DoorDash, Instacart, and Postmates
do not own the most basic equipment necessary for their services. Drivers bear the burden of purchase,
upkeep, and storage of vehicles among many other business costs. The corporations already benefit from the
gig economy by not purchasing the expensive assets.
The misuse of the term entrepreneur is a driving factor in the gig economy. Drivers are not truly entrepreneurs;
they are workers performing a form of relatively unskilled labor. The US glorifies entrepreneurship for qualities
like drive, innovative ideas, and grit, none of which are necessary to join Uber. Many Uber drivers happen to
have grit and the determination to seek loans, purchase cars and insurance, and sign on with Uber but those
traits are not signs of entrepreneurial spirit as much as they are signs of doing tasks necessary to join the app-
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based sector. In the app-based sector, the entrepreneurs developed the software and created the
corporations. The entrepreneurship claims are an excuse to justify a practice that exacerbates income
inequality.18 The independent contractor designation evades fairness in how the money is earned and shared;
the employee designation makes up for a missing corporate ethic.
The argument that the independent contractor arrangement favors the drivers is also invalid. The gig economy
offers perks like control over hours worked, but the more drivers are trying to earn a living, the more hours
they drive and the job becomes full time. While driving an Uber or Lyft may be a second or third job for
workers, an economy in which one job is not enough if problematic. When the workers do work the number
of hours that comprises full time work for one company, they must be entitled to benefits. Working the hours
without receiving the benefits hardly can be described as freedom or control over one’s schedule.
Drivers doing the essential work in the app-based driving businesses take on risks that are sometimes not
worth the low earnings. There are many financial and legal problems in the app-based driving industry. Drivers
take on debt to purchase cars, insurance, and safety equipment like cameras. The gig economy creates
desperation and provides drivers with temptation to break laws. All in a Day’s (Dirty) Work tells the personal
stories of Task Rabbit, Uber, and Airbnb workers stumbling into illegal activity condoned and ignored by their
corporate executives. From driving drug dealers, mailing drugs illegally, to violating housing laws, the gig
economy laborers take on personal risks for which their corporations claim to bear no responsibility.19
D. Implications for a lasting healthcare structure
The defendants’ failure to provide insurance to the app-based drivers undermines the US system, possibly
pushing the country toward a single payer plan unnecessarily. The individual markets were not meant for
people who work full time for large corporations. Since the ACA mandate was undermined, the drivers might
choose not to insure themselves. The drivers would then become or remain free riders in the sense relevant
before the ACA: they would use emergency rooms for care and then the insured would bear the costs that are
not shifted to public programs or charities.20 As a result, the country risks a return to the systemic pressure
that led to the ACA. In a politically charged atmosphere where cries of socialism abound, a single payer plan
may not be politically feasible. I also argue it is not the best route based on the principles behind providing
access to healthcare for all and the economics.21
Some argue the opposite: that the drivers would add people to the individual market creating a healthier
larger healthcare insurance customer base, increasing demand, and untethering insurance from
employment.22 While these are worthy goals, the hourly income of the drivers is evidence that many would
require subsidies and essentially cause a market inefficiency rather than drive a robust free market.23
E.

The job creator responsibility
The app-based group is leveraging their power as job creators by threatening to leave California. Many argue
that had Uber and Lyft simply shut down in California as they threatened to do, more responsible and
innovative companies would immediately fill the gap. If the court had not issued the stay, and instead called
Uber and Lyft’s bluff, and the corporations gave up the lucrative California market, other competitors would
possibly drive prices down.24 If corporations are to argue that their status as job creators calls for special
exemptions, then they should be held to labor and employment laws and pay a living wage.
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F.

Will consumers just have to pay more?
Some argue that if AB5 is enforced, the cost of the insurance would be passed on to the consumer. While that
would seem unfortunate, it is possible that prices have been artificially low due to the failure of the companies
to provide benefits. Passing some of the cost on remains preferable to leaving drivers uninsured or financially
burdened by the costs of their insurance. A wealth transfer from customers to workers could be a beneficial
outcome.25 Heavier competition in the industry could drive down the prices to balance out attempts to pass
along the entire cost to consumers. A lack of competition has plagued the industry of app-based driving
services both for transportation and deliveries, especially since Uber acquired Postmates.

CONCLUSION
Drivers are the mainstay of the app-based driver industry. Fairness calls for treating workers central to the
business as employees. Allowing the defendants to treat workers like independent contractors is corporate
welfare: taxpayers will continue to pay for subsidies on the ACA exchanges while Uber’s CEO enjoys a package
with cash and stock worth over $42.4 million dollars.26 With $14 billion in revenue in 2019 and a market cap
of almost $60 billion, should Uber really be subsidized by the taxpayers? Healthcare insurance for app-based
drivers falls within the already established rights of employees. An industry-influenced expensive social media
campaign that is not concerned with workers’ rights should not be permitted to undermine the moral code
enforced by labor and employment law.
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